
Data Analytics platform for the 
largest insurance holding company in the US.



OUR CLIENT 

The leading Holding company that provides specialty programs for Insurance Agents and 
Brokers in the United States that acquires small to medium-sized Managing General Agents 
(Business Units) and Wholesale Brokerages across the country. Helping BUs grow in sales 
through operational efficiencies, it has strategically assembled a family of companies that 
offer specialized risk management solutions for organizations in need of crucial Excess & 
Surplus, Property & Casualty, Specialty and Micro-Specialty coverage. 

With its acquisition of insurance companies beginning in 2015, our client’s main focus was to 
fill the need gaps of the acquired BUs. We began partnering them from 2020 in their efforts to 
invest in technology that offered a fully transparent transition process, and also maintained 
their brand identity. They needed to adopt an effective small-team approach while 
streamlining operational efficiencies, identifying best marketing practices and getting onto 
the path of greater profitability and growth.
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THE ASK

Our client’s goal was to put in place a Data Analytics Platform that significantly enhanced scalability, business governance, 
performance and the on-boarding of newly acquired business units speedily. The platform had to be designed to 
seamlessly capture and analyze data for each of their BUs. This would aid in effective data consolidation, reviews and 
reporting at various aggregate levels – leading to richer business insights, smarter decisions, better predictive capabilities 
and sharing of cross-learning across the BUs.

KEY PRODUCT PARAMETERS

Innovative product parameters that we kept in mind, were as follows: 

Syncing the data platform system’s design and architecture with the reporting tools.

Creation of a centralized platform for accessing all business data, including Account & 
Premium, Underwriter & Loss Data and Operational Metrics data.
Enablement of data aggregation – drilling down and through, slicing and dicing data across 
BUs, Carriers, Products, Coverage, Locations, Sales Channels (internal and external) and the 
timeline for actionable insights.
Structured reporting methodology at the business unit level and at the DOXA level, with the 
potential to streamline the reporting processes.

Ability to conduct ad-hoc analysis and to produce ad-hoc reports.

Creation of reports/dashboards with required metrics, as reported in current DOXA reports.

Capability of data-driven insights and predictability.



Given the speed of the shift required, it was crucial for us to design 
a product that would be complete, accurate and consistent for the 
company’s current and future business needs. To that end, we started 
building an entirely new design system from scratch by evaluating all 
business goals. Collaborating effectively with our client at many levels 
helped us design a system with the aspects below:

Consideration of current & future data sources, data type, data flow 
and expected size of data, by analyzing every Business Unit’s 
historical data.

Optimizing the performance of data pipelines by analyzing workloads.

Profiling of data flow and design, keeping the next 5 years in mind.

Implementation of auditing and logging processes, and validating for 
data accuracy.   

Effective logical and physical modelling for accurate schema design.

Effective design of dashboards through logical visualization – 
bringing simplicity, accuracy and consistency to every Business Unit.

Evaluation of different cloud platforms, based on architecture needs 
and cost-effectiveness. 

Architecture design that needs minimal or no maintenance.

OUR SOLUTION

As our client’s consulting, design and software partner, we knew for a fact that they needed to move incredibly 
fast in their transformation efforts. What began as a modest collaboration in late 2020 – when we designed 
and developed an entire product iteratively based on their business objectives and innovation needs – turned 
into a solution on a much larger scale. 

The focal points of our digital journey are summarized below:

Complete, accurate and scalable architecture, with analytics and predictive capabilities. 

Accommodation of more BUs down the line, with different data systems being integrated smoothly with 
the existing data platform. 

Promoting business visibility through insights and reports.

Providing predictive insights that would help them course-correct their business on time.



The technology stack we used was aligned to the architecture, and 
supported all business needs. We used the following technologies 
that were custom-fit to our solution: 

SQL Server to leverage the existing SQL license for one of the on-
premise components.

Azure SQL (Data Warehouse) fulfilling the need of both current and 
future workloads.  

Azure Data Factory for effective data pipelines, low code and data 
validation. Platform as a Service (PaaS) capabilities ensuring security 
of offerings, scalability and ductility, unmatched hybrid capabilities 
and an integrated environment with other Microsoft tools like Power 
BI, Azure SQL, Analytics and Intelligence capabilities).

Power BI Embedded for cost-effective modeling and transformation, 
security, access policies and a customized visualized experience.
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Being exposed to our client’s campaign analysis domain helped us in these critical areas: 



THE OUTCOME 

We began designing the platform in late 2020. By 2021, we had helped 
our client successfully acquire and get onboard two new Business 
Units within a few weeks’ time, supporting their digital transformation 
journey with new initiatives. With better predictive abilities, the 
company is on track to faster decision-making based on deeper 
business insights.

The insurance business units’ loss analysis is aiding them in identifying 
problem areas and related areas of improvement, while the policy life 
cycle analysis enables them to course-correct effectively and increase 
conversion ratios. Claim process analysis at different stages assists in 
evaluating root causes of claim settlements. Retention rates of policies 
are also increasing with root cause analysis. Predictive tracking of 
Planned vs Actual in YoY and MoM analysis of policy premiums is now 
accurate. The effective presentation of data flow in the system has 
enhanced the maintenance of data quality. 



NewVision Software is a global information technology consulting and services company. 
We are digital natives discovering ideas, constantly innovating, improvising to build a 
better future for our customers. We strengthen and transform businesses by providing 
focused software solutions. Headquartered in India with presence in the US and the 
Middle East, the company offers a range of innovative and high-quality consulting 
services across several sectors and practices to help our clients adapt to the digital world 
to improve their results.

As a Centre of Excellence-based organisation, we follow frameworks that 
deliver technology leadership, inculcates best practices, accelerates research and training 
for the following offerings to our clients and partners.
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